Figure 1

Marcel Duchamp, Nude Decending a Staircase
Philadelphia Museum of Art: Louise and Walter
Arensberg Collection
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CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION OF MOTION

On the facing page is a reproduction (Figure 1) of
Marcel Duchamp’s painting, Nude Descending a
Staircase, which was first displayed in New York at
The International Exhibition of Modern Art, generally known as the Armory Show, in 1913. The objective of the painting, to convey a sense of motion, is
achieved by repeating the stylized human form five
times as it descends the steps. At the risk of obscuring the artistic qualities of the painting, we may
imagine this work as a series of five flash photographs taken in sequence as the model walked
downstairs.

In the next few chapters, a similar technique will be
used to describe motion. We now have devices
available, such as the stroboscope (called the strobe),
that produce short bursts of light at regular intervals; with the strobe, we can photograph the successive positions of an object, such as a ball moving on
the end of a string (see Figure 2). Although we do not
have the artist’s freedom of expression to convey the
concept of motion by using a strobe photograph, we
do obtain a more accurate measure of the motion.

Figure 2

Strobe photograph showing the motion of a ball on the end of a string.
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Figure 3

Strobe photograph of a moving object. In this photograph, the time
between flashes is so long that the motion is difficult to understand.

The photograph in Figure (2) was taken with the
strobe flashing five times per second while the ball
was moving slowly. As a result, we see a smooth
curve and have a fairly complete idea of the ball’s
entire motion. When we run the strobe at a rate of
five flashes per second but move the ball more
rapidly in a complicated pattern, the result is as
shown in Figure (3). From this picture it is difficult
to guess the ball’s path; thus Figure (3) provides us
with a poor representation of the motion of the ball.
But if we turn the strobe up from 5 to 15 flashes per
second (as in Figure 4), the rapid and complicated
motion of the ball is easily understood.
The motion of any object can be described by locating its position at successive intervals of time. A
strobe photograph is particularly useful because it
shows the position at equal time intervals through-

out the picture; that is, in Figure (2) at intervals of
1/5 sec and in Figure (4) at intervals of 1/15 sec. For
this text, we will use a special symbol, ∆t, to represent the time interval between flashes of the strobe.
The t stands for time, while the ∆ (Greek letter delta)
indicates that these are short time intervals between
flashes. Thus, ∆t = 1/5 sec in Figures (2) and (3), and
∆t = 1/15 sec in Figure (4).
For objects that are moving slowly along fairly
smooth paths, we can use fairly long time intervals
∆t between strobe flashes and their motion will be
adequately described. As the motion becomes faster
and more complicated, we turn the strobe up to a
higher flashing rate to follow the object, as in Figure
(4). To study complicated motion in more detail, we
locate the position of the object after shorter and
shorter time intervals ∆t.
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Figure 4

DISPLACEMENT VECTORS
When we represent the motion of an object by
a strobe photograph, we are in fact representing
this motion by a series of displacements, the
successive displacements of the object in equal
intervals of time. Mathematically, we can describe these displacements by a series of displacement vectors, as shown in Figure (5). This
illustration is a reproduction of Figure (2) with
the successive displacement vectors drawn from
the center of the images.
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Strobe photograph of a similar motion. In this
photograph, the time between flashes was reduced
and the motion is more easily understood.

Figure 5

Displacement vectors. The displacement between
flash number 1 and flash number 2 is represented
by the displacement vector s 1 and so on. The
entire path taken by the ball is represented by the
series of eight displacement vectors.
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s1
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Figure 6

Representation of the path of a ball for various ∆t. As the shorter and shorter ∆t is
used, the path of the ball is more accurately represented, as in figures (b) through (d).
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In a sense we are approximating the path of the ball
by a series of straight lines along the path. This is
reasonably accurate provided that ∆t is short enough,
as shown in Figure (6).
In Figure (6), (a) is the strobe photograph shown in
Figure (4), taken at a strobe interval of ∆t = 1/15 sec;
(b) shows how this photograph would have looked if
we had set the strobe for ∆t = 10/15 sec, or 2/3 sec.
Only one out of ten exposures would have been
produced. If we had represented the path of the ball
by the vector s1 it would have been a gross misrepresentation. In (c), which would be the strobe
picture at ∆t = 6/15 sec, we see that the ball is no
longer moving in a straight line, but still s1 and s2
provide a poor representation of the true motion.
Cutting ∆t in half to get (d), ∆t = 3/15 sec, we would
discover that there is a kink in the path of the ball.
While taking the picture, we would have had to be
careful in noticing the sequence of positions in order
to draw the correct displacement vectors.
Reducing ∆t to 2/15 sec (e), would give us a more
detailed picture of the kink. This is not too different
from (d); moreover, we begin to suspect that the

seven displacement vectors in (e) represent the path
fairly accurately. When we reduce ∆t to 1/15 sec (f),
we get more pictures of the same kink and the curve
becomes smoother. It now appears that in most
places the 14 displacement vectors form a fairly
accurate picture of the true path. We notice, however, that the very bottom of the kink is cut off
abruptly; here, shorter time intervals are needed to
get an accurate picture of the motion.
A Coordinate System
In the strobe photographs discussed so far, we have
a precise idea of the time scale, 1/5 second between
flashes in Figure (2), 1/15 second in Figure (4), but
no idea about the distance scale. As a result we know
the direction of the succeeding displacement vectors, but do not know their magnitude.
One way to introduce a distance scale is to photograph the motion in front of a grid as shown in Figure
(7). With this setup we obtain photographs like that
shown in Figure (8), where we see the strobe motion
of a steel ball projectile superimposed on the grid.
The grid is illuminated by room lights which are
dimmed to balance the exposure of the grid and the
strobe flashes.

Figure 7

Experimental setup for taking strobe photographs. A
Polaroid camera is used record the motion of a ball
moving in front of a grid. The grid, made of stretched
fish line, is mounted in front of a black painted wall.

Figure 8

Strobe photograph of a steel ball projectile.
The strobe flashes were 1/10 second apart.
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Using techniques like that illustrated in Figure (9) to
locate the centers of the images, we can transfer the
information from the strobe photograph to graph
paper and obtain the results shown in Figure (10).
Figure (10) is the end result of a fair amount of
tedious lab work, and the starting point for our
analysis. For those who do not have strobe facilities,
or the time to extract the information from a strobe
photograph, we will include in the text a number of
examples already transferred to graph paper in the
form of Figure (10).
Using a television camera attached to an Apple II
computer, we can, in under 2 minutes, obtain results
that look like Figure (10). We will include a few of
these computer strobe photographs in our examples
of motion. However the computer strobe is not yet
commercially available because we plan to use a
computer with more modern graphics capabilities. It
is likely that within a few years, one will be able to
easily and quickly obtain results like those in Figure

(10). The grid, which has now become the graph
paper in Figure (10), serves as our coordinate system
for locating the images.

Manipulation of Vectors
Figure (10) represents the kind of experimental data
upon which we will base our description of motion.
We have, up to now, described the motion of the
projectile in terms of a series of displacement vectors labeled s-1 , s0 , s3 as shown. To go further, to
introduce concepts like velocity and acceleration,
we need to perform certain routine operations on
these displacement vectors, like adding and subtracting them. A number of vector operations were
discussed in Chapter 2, let us briefly review here
those that we need for the analysis of strobe photographs. We will also introduce the concept of a
coordinate vector which will be useful in much of
our work.
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Figure 9

Using a pin and cylinder to locate the center of the
ball. Move the cylinder until it just covers the image of
the ball and then gently press down on the pin. The
pin prick will give an accurate location for the center.

Figure 11

Measuring the length of the vector S1 .
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Measuring the Length of a Vector
One of the first pieces of information we need from
a strobe photograph is the magnitude or length of the
displacement vectors we have drawn. Figure (11)
illustrates the practical way to obtain the lengths of
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the individual vectors from a graph like Figure (10).
Take a piece of scrap paper and mark off the length
of the vector as shown in the upper part of the figure.
Then rotate the paper until it is parallel to the grid
lines, and note the distance between the marks.
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Strobe photograph transferred to graph paper. Using the pin and cylinder of Figure (9), we located the
coordinates of the center of each image in Figure (8), and then reconstructed the strobe photograph as
shown. We can now perform our analysis on the large graph paper rather than the small photograph.
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In Figure (11), we see that the marks are 20 small
grid spacings apart. In Figure (10), we see that each
grid spacing represents a distance of 1 centimeter.
Thus in Figure (11), the vector s1 has a magnitude of
20 centimeters. We can write this formally as
s 1 = 20 cm

This technique may seem rather simple, but it works
well and you will use it often.
Graphical Addition and Subtraction

Since we are working with experimental data in
graphical form, we need to use graphical techniques
to add and subtract vectors. These techniques,
originally introduced in Chapter 2, are reviewed
here in Figures (12) and (13). Figure (12a) and (12b)
show the addition of two vectors by placing them
head to tail. Think of the vectors A and B as separate
trips; the sum A + B is our net displacement as we
take the trips A and B in succession. To subtract B
from A, we simply add (–B) to A as shown in Figure
(12c).
To perform vector addition and subtraction, we need
to move the vectors from one place to another. This
is easily done with a triangle and a straight edge as
indicated in Figure (13). The triangle and straight
edge allows you to draw a parallel line; then mark a
piece of paper as in Figure (11), to make the new
vector have the same length as the old one.

For those who are mathematically inclined, this
simple graphical work with vectors may seem elementary, especially compared to the exercises encountered in an introductory calculus course. But,
as we shall see, this graphical work emphasizes the
basic concepts. We will have many opportunities
later to extract sophisticated formulas from these
basic graphical operations.
For these exercises, you may use the practice
graph on page 3-28, and the tear out sheet on page
3-29.
Exercise 1
Find the magnitudes of the vectors s 0, s 1, s 2, and s 3
in Figure (10).
Exercise 2
Explain why the vector s 0 4 , given by

s0 4 = s0 + s1 + s2 + s3
has a magnitude of 91.3 cm which is quite a bit less
than the sum of the lengths s 0 + s 1 + s 2 + s 3 .
Exercise 3
Use graphical methods to find the vector s 3 - s 2 .
(The result should point vertically downward and
have a length of about 10 cm.)

B
A

(b)
A+B

A
B
–B

(a)

(c)

(A – B)

B
A
Figure 13

Figure 12

Addition and subtraction of vectors.

Moving vectors around. (This
was discussed in Figure 2-12.)
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Coordinate System
and Coordinate Vectors
A coordinate system allows us to convert graphical
work into a numerical calculation that can, for example, be carried out on a computer. Figure (14)
illustrates two convenient ways of describing the
location of a point. One is to give the x and y
coordinates of the point (x,y), and the other is to use
a coordinate vector R which we define as a vector
that is drawn from the origin of the coordinate
system to the point of interest.
Figure (15) illustrates the way an arbitrary vector S can
be expressed in terms of coordinate vectors. From the
diagram we see that R2is the vector sum of R1 + S, thus
we can solve for the vector S to get the result
S = R2 – R1.

Y
(X,Y)
R

R ≡ (X,Y)
X

Figure 14

The coordinate vector R , which starts
at the origin, locates the point (x,y).

Y

R1

S

R1 + S = R 2
S = R 2 – R1

R2

X

Figure 15

Expressing the vector S in terms of coordinate vectors.

ANALYSIS OF
STROBE PHOTOGRAPHS
In our analysis of the strobe photograph of projectile
motion, Figure (10), we are representing the path of
the ball by a series of displacement vectors S 0 ... S 3
(We will think of the photograph as starting at point
(0). The point labeled (-1) will be used later in our
calculation of the instantaneous velocity at point (0).
In a sense, we “know” that the ball actually went
along a smooth continuous curve, and we could have
represented the curve more accurately by reducing
∆ t as we did in Figure (6). But with many images to
mark the trajectory, each displacement vector S i
becomes too short for accurate graphical work. In
taking a strobe photograph, one must reach a compromise where the displacement vectors S i are long
enough to work with, but short enough to give a
reasonable picture of the motion.
Velocity
The series of displacement vectors in Figure (10)
show not only the trajectory of the projectile, but
because the images are located at equal time intervals, we also have an idea of the speed of the
projectile along its path. A long displacement vector
indicates a higher speed than a short one. For each
of the displacement vectors we can calculate what
one would call the average speed of the projectile
during that interval.
The idea of an average speed for a trip should be
fairly familiar. If, for example, you went on a trip for
a total distance of 90 miles, and you took 2 hours,
you divide 90 miles by 2 hours to get an average
speed of 45 miles per hour. For more detailed
information about your speed, you break the trip up
into small segments. For example, if you wanted to
know how fast you were moving down the interstate
highway, you measure how long it takes to pass two
consecutive mile markers. If it took one minute,
then your average speed during this short time
interval is one mile divided by 1/60 hour which is 60
miles per hour. If you broke the whole trip down into
1 minute intervals, measured how far you went
during each interval, and calculated your average
speed for each interval, you would have a fairly
complete record of your speed during your trip. It is
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this kind of record that we get from a strobe photograph of the motion of an object.
In physics, we use a concept that contains more
information than simply the speed of the object. We
want to know not only how many miles per hour or
centimeters per second an object is moving, but also
what direction the object is moving. This information is all contained in the concept of a velocity
vector.
To construct a velocity vector for the projectile
shown in Figure (10), when, for example, the ball is
at position 1, we take the displacement vector S 1,
divide it by the strobe time interval ∆ t, to get what
we will call the velocity vector v1 :
v1 ≡

S1
∆t

(1)

In Equation (1), what we have done is multiply the
vector S 1 by the number (1/∆ t) to get v1 . From our
earlier discussion of vectors we know that multiplying a vector by a number gives us a vector that points
in the same direction, but has a new length. Thus v1
is a vector that points in the same direction as S 1, but
it now has a length given by
v1 =

S1
cm
= 20 cm = 200 sec
∆t
.1 sec

where we used S 1 = 20 cm from Figure (11) and
we knew that ∆t = .1 sec for this strobe photograph.
Not only have we changed the length of S1 by
multiplying by (1/∆t), we have also changed the
dimensions from that of a distance (cm) to that of a
speed (cm/sec). Thus the velocity vector v1 contains
two important pieces of information. It points in the
direction of the motion of the ball, and has a length
or magnitude equal to the speed of the ball.
(Physics texts get rather picky over the use of the
words speed and velocity. The word speed is reserved for the magnitude of the velocity, like 200
cm/sec. The word velocity is reserved for the velocity vector as defined above; the velocity vector

describes both the direction of motion and the speed.
We will also use this convention throughout the
text.)
In our discussion of strobe photographs, we noted
that if we used too long a time interval ∆t, we got a
poor description of the motion as in Figures (6b) and
(6c). As we used shorter time intervals as in Figures
(6d, e, and f), we got a better and better picture of the
path.
We have the same problem in dealing with the
velocity of an object. If we use a very long ∆ t, we
get a crude, average, description of the object’s
velocity. As we use a shorter and shorter ∆ t, our
description of the velocity, Equation (1), becomes
more and more precise.
Since, in this chapter, we will be working with
experimental data obtained from strobe photographs,
there is a practical limit on how short a time interval
∆ t we can use and have vectors big enough to work
with. We will see that, for the kinds of motion that
we encounter in the introductory physics lab, a
reasonably short ∆ t like .1 sec gives reasonably
accurate results.
If you make more precise measurements of the
position of an object you generally find that as you
use shorter and shorter ∆ t to measure velocity, you
reach a point where the velocity vector no longer
changes. What happens is that you reach a point
where, if you cut ∆ t in half, the particle goes in the
same direction but only half as far. Thus both the
displacement S 1 and the time interval ∆ t are both cut
in half, and the ratio v1 = S 1 / ∆t is unchanged. This
limiting process, where we see that the velocity
vector changes less and less as ∆ t is reduced, is
demonstrated graphically in our discussion of instantaneous velocity at the end of the chapter.
Exercise (4)
What is the magnitude of the velocity vector v3 , for the
ball in Figure (10). Give your answer in cm/sec.
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Equation (1) is well suited for graphical work but for
numerical calculations it is convenient to express S i in
terms of the coordinate vectors R i. This is done in
Figure (16), where we see that the vector sum
R i + S i = R i+1 thus S i = R i+1 – R i and Equation (1)
becomes
vi =

R i+1 – R i
∆t

(2)

If we call R i+1 – R i the “change in the position R
during the time ∆t ”, and denote this change by ∆R,
Equation (2) becomes

Acceleration
In Chapter 1 on Einstein’s special theory of relativity, we limited our discussion to uniform motion,
motion in a straight line at constant speed. If we took
a strobe photograph of an object undergoing uniform motion, we would get a result like that shown
in Figure (17). All the velocity vectors would point
in the same direction and have the same length. We
will, from now on, call this motion with constant
velocity , meaning that the velocity vector is constant, unchanging.
V1

vi =

R i+1 – R i
= ∆R
∆t
∆t

(2a)

V2

V4

V5

V6

V7

Figure 17

Motion with constant velocity.

which is perhaps a more familiar notation for those
who have already studied calculus. In a calculus
course, one would define the velocity vi by taking
the limit as ∆ t → 0 (i.e., by turning the strobe
flashing rate “all the way up”). In our experimental
work with strobe photographs, we reduce ∆ t only
to the point where we have a reasonable representation of the path; using too short a time interval makes
the experimental analysis impossible.

i
S i = R i +1 – R i
Ri
R i +1

From the principle of relativity we learned that there
is something very special about motion with constant velocity—we cannot feel it. Recall that one
statement of the principle of relativity was that there
is no experiment that you can perform to detect your
own uniform motion relative to empty space. You
cannot tell, for example, whether the room you are
sitting in is at rest or hurdling through space at a
speed of 100,000 miles per hour.
Although we cannot feel or detect our own uniform
motion, we can easily detect non uniform motion.
We know what happens if we slam on the brakes and
come to a sudden stop—everything in the car falls
forward. A strobe photograph of a car using the
brakes might look like that shown in Figure (18a).
Each successive velocity vector gets shorter and
shorter until the car comes to rest.
V1

Vi =

V3

(R i + 1 – R i )
Si
=
t
t

Figure 16

Expressing the velocity vector vi , in terms
of the coordinate vectors R i and R i+ 1.

V2

V3

V4

V5

Figure 18a

Put on the brakes, and your velocity changes.
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Another way the velocity of a car can change is by
going around a corner as illustrated in Figure (18b).
In that figure the speed does not change, each velocity vector has the same length, but the directions are
changing. It is also easy to detect this kind of change
in velocity—all the packages in the back seat of your
car slide to one side of the seat.
V1
V2
V3

V4

Figure 18b

When you drive around a corner, your speed may not
change, but your velocity vector changes in direction.

The point we want to get at is, what do we feel when our
velocity changes? Consider two examples. In the first,
we are moving at constant velocity, due east at 60 miles
per hour. A strobe photograph showing our initial and
final velocity vectors vi and vf would look like that in
Figure (19a). If we define the change in velocity ∆v by
the equation

∆v ≡ vf - vi
then from Figure (19b) we see that ∆v = 0 for
uniform motion.
For the second example, suppose we are traveling
due south at 60 miles per hour, and a while later are

moving due east at 60 miles per hour, as indicated in
Figure (20a). Now we have a non zero change in
velocity ∆v as indicated in Figure (20b).
In our two examples, we find that if we have uniform
motion which we cannot feel, the change in velocity
∆v is zero. If we have non uniform motion, ∆v is not
zero and we can feel that. Is it ∆v, the change in
velocity, that we feel?
Almost, but not quite. Let us look at our second
example, Figure (20), more carefully. There are two
distinct ways that our velocity can change from
pointing south to pointing east. In one case there
could have been a gradual curve in the road. It may
have taken several minutes to go around the curve
and we would be hardly aware of the turn.
In the other extreme, we may have been driving
south, bounced off a stalled truck, and within a
fraction of a second finding ourselves traveling due
east. In both cases our change in velocity ∆v = vf – vi
is the same, as shown in Figure (20b). But the effect
on us is terribly different. The difference in the two
cases is that the change in velocity ∆v occurred
much more rapidly when we struck the truck than
when we went around the curve. What we feel is not
∆v alone, but how fast ∆v happens.
If we take the change in velocity ∆v and divide it by
the time ∆t over which the change takes place, then
the smaller ∆t, the more rapidly the change takes
place, the bigger the result. This ratio ∆v/∆t which
more closely represents what we feel than ∆v alone,
is given the special name acceleration.
Vi

(a)

Vi

Vf

(a)
Vf

Figure 19

V
f –

(b)

=

– Vi

V
i

∆V ≡ Vf – Vi = 0

–Vi

∆V

Vf

(b)

We see that ∆v = 0 for motion with constant velocity.
Figure 20

Vf

∆v ≠ 0 when we change our direction of motion.
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The physicists’ use of the word acceleration for the
quantity ∆v/∆t presents a problem for students. The
difficulty is that we have grown up using the word
acceleration, and already have some intuitive feeling for what that word means. Unfortunately this
intuition usually does not match what physicists
mean by acceleration. Perhaps physicists should
have used a different name for ∆v/∆t, but this did not
happen. The problem for the student is therefore not
only to develop a new intuition for the quantity
∆v/∆t, but also to discard previous intuitive ideas of
what acceleration might be. This can be uncomfortable.
The purpose of the remainder of this chapter is to
develop a new intuition for the physics definition of
acceleration. To do this we will consider three
examples of motion; projectile motion, uniform
circular motion, and projectile motion with air resistance. In each of these cases, which can be carefully
studied in the introductory lab or simulated, we will
use strobe photographs to determine how the acceleration vector ∆v/∆t behaves. In each case we will
see that there is a simple relationship between the
behavior of the acceleration vector and the forces
pulling or pushing on the object. This relationship
between force and acceleration, which is the cornerstone of mechanics, will be discussed in a later
chapter. Here our goal is to develop a clear picture
of acceleration itself.
Determining Acceleration
from a Strobe Photograph
We will use strobe photographs to provide an explicit experimental definition of acceleration. In the
next chapter we will see how the strobe definitions
go over to the calculus definition that you may have
already studied. We prefer to start with the strobe
definition, not only because it provides a more
intuitive approach to the concept, but also because of
its experimental origin. With an experimental definition we avoid some conceptual problems inherent
in calculus. It turns out, surprisingly, that some of
the concepts involved in the calculus definition of
acceleration are inconsistent with physics. We can
more clearly understand these inconsistencies when
we use an experimental definition of acceleration as
the foundation for our discussion.

The Acceleration Vector
The quantity ∆v/∆t, which we call acceleration, is
usually denoted by the vector a
a = ∆v
∆t

(3)

where ∆v is the change in the velocity vector during
the time ∆t. To see how to apply Equation (3) to a
strobe photograph, suppose that Figure (21) represents a photograph of a particle moving with some
kind of non uniform velocity. Labeling the image
positions 1, 2, 3, etc. and the corresponding velocity
vectors v1 , v2 , v3 , let us consider what the
particle’s acceleration was during the time it went
from position 2 to position 3. At position 2 the
particle’s velocity was v2 . When it got to position 3
its velocity was v3 . The time it took for the velocity
to change from v2 to v3 , a change ∆v = v3 - v2 , was
the strobe time ∆t. Thus according to Equation (3),
the particle’s acceleration during the interval 2 to 3,
which we will call a3, is given by
v –v
a 3 ≡ ∆v2 3 = 3 2
∆t
∆t

(4a)

(One could object to using the label a3 for the
acceleration during the interval 2 to 3. But a closer
inspection shows that a3 is an accurate name. Actually the velocity v3 is the average velocity in the
interval 3 to 4, and v2 is the average velocity in the
interval 2 to 3. Thus ∆v = v3 - v2 is a change in
velocity centered on position 3. As a result Equation
(4a) gives surprisingly accurate results when working with experimental strobe photographs. In any
case such errors become vanishingly small when we
use sufficiently short ∆t 's.)
1
V1
2

V2
V3

V4

3
Figure 21

4

Determining a for non uniform motion.
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If we have a strobe photograph with many images,
then by extending Equation (4a), the acceleration at
position i is

ai ≡

∆v i
v –v
= i i–1
∆t
∆t

strobe definition
of acceleration

(4)

We will call Equation (4) our strobe definition of
acceleration. Implicit in this definition is that we
use a short enough ∆t so that all the kinks in the
motion are visible, but a long enough ∆t so that we
have vectors long enough to work with.

PROJECTILE MOTION
As our first example in the use of our strobe definition of acceleration, let us calculate the acceleration
of the ball at position 2 in our strobe photograph,
Figure (10), of projectile motion.
The first problem we face is that Equation (4)
expresses the acceleration vector a2 in terms of the
velocity vectors v1 and v2 , while the strobe photograph shows only the displacement vectors S 1 and
S 2, as seen in Figure (10a), a segment of Figure (10)
reproduced here.
The easiest way to handle this problem is to use the
formulas
v1 = S 1 ;
∆t

1

v2 = S 2
∆t

in Equation (4a) to express a2 directly in terms of the
known vectors S1 and S2 . The result is

s1
2

a2 =

v2 – v1
S /∆t – S2/∆t
= 1
∆t
∆t

s2
3
Figure 10a

A section of the projectile motion photograph, Figure
(10), showing the displacement vectors S1 and S2 .

1

s1
2

s2 – s1
Figure 22

s2
– s1

The vector S2 – S1 points straight down
and has a length of about 10 cm.

3

a2 =

S2 – S1
∆t 2

experimental
measurment
of acceleration

(5)

Equation (5) tells us that we can calculate the acceleration vector a2 by first constructing the vector S2 – S 1,
and then dividing by ∆t 2 . That means that a2 points in
the direction of the vector S2 – S1 , and has a length
equal to the length S2 – S1 (in cm) divided by ∆t 2.
As a result the magnitude of the acceleration vector has
the dimensions of cm /sec2.
Let us apply Equation (5) to our projectile motion
photograph, Figure (10), to see how all this works.
The first step is to use vector subtraction to construct
the vector S2 – S 1. This is done in Figure (22). First
we draw the vectors S1 and S2 , and then construct
the vector –S 1 as shown. (The vector –S 1 is the
same as S1 except that it points in the opposite
direction.) Then we add the vectors S2 and –S 1 to
get the vector S2 – S 1 by the usual technique of
vector addition as shown

S2 – S1 = S 2 + –S 1

(6)
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Note that even if S 2 and S 1 had the same length, the
difference S 2 – S 1 would not necessarily be zero because this is vector subtraction, NOT NUMERICAL
SUBTRACTION.
Once we have constructed the vector S 2 – S 1 , we know
the direction of the acceleration vector a2 because it
points in the same direction as S 2 – S 1 . In Figure (22),
we see that S 2 – S 1 points straight down, thus a2 points
straight down also.
Now that we have the direction of a2, all that is left
is to calculate its magnitude or length. This magnitude is given by the formula
a2 =

S2 – S1
length of vector S 2 – S 1
=
(7)
∆ t2
∆ t2

To get the length of the S 2 – S 1 , we can use the
technique shown in Figure (11). Mark off the length
of the vector S 2 – S 1 on a piece of scrap paper, and
then use the grid to see how many centimeters apart
the marks are. In this case, where S 2 – S 1 points
straight down, we immediately see that S 2 – S 1 is
about 10 cm long. Thus the magnitude of a2 is given
by
a2 =

S2 – S1
= 10 cm2 = 1000 cm (8)
2
sec2
∆t
.1 sec

where we knew ∆ t = .1 sec for the strobe photograph
in Figure (10).

UNIFORM CIRCULAR MOTION
To give the reader some time to think about the
above exercise on projectile motion, we will change
the topic for a while and analyze what is called
uniform circular motion. In uniform circular motion, the particle travels like a speck of dust sitting on
a revolving turntable.
The explicit example we would like to consider is a
golf ball with a string attached, being swung in a
circle over the instructor’s head, as indicated in
Figure (23a). We could photograph this motion, but
it is very easy to simulate a strobe photograph of
uniform circular motion by drawing a circle with a
compass, and marking off equal intervals as shown
in Figure (23b). In that figure we have also sketched
in the displacement vectors as we did in our analysis
of the projectile motion photograph.
Golf ball

r

g

rin

St

V

Figure 23a

Swinging a golf ball around at constant speed in a
circle.

S3

Our conclusion is that, at position 2 in the projectile
motion photograph, the ball had an acceleration a2
that pointed straight down, and had a magnitude of
about 1000 cm/sec2.

S2

S4

S1

For this exercise, you may use the tear out sheet
on page 3-30.
Exercise 5
(Do this now before reading on.) Find the
acceleration vectors a0,a1, and a3 for the projectile
motion in Figure (10). From your results, what can you
say about the acceleration of a projectile?

Figure 23b

Simulating a strobe photograph of a golf
ball swinging at constant speed in a circle.
We marked off equal distances using a
compass.
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Figure (23b) shows the kind of errors we have to deal
with in using a strobe to study motion. Clearly the
golf ball travels along the smooth circular path
rather than the straight line segments marked by the
vectors . As we use shorter and shorter ∆ t our
approximation of the path gets better and better, but
soon the vectors get too short for accurate graphical
work. Choosing images spaced as in Figure (23b)
gives vectors a reasonable length, and a reasonable
approximation of the circular path.
(It will turn out that when we use our strobe definition of acceleration, most errors caused by using a
finite ∆ t cancel, and we get a very accurate answer.
Thus we do not have to worry much about how far
apart we draw the images.)
Now that we have the displacement vectors we can
construct the acceleration vectors a1,a2, using
Equation (5). The construction for a2 is shown in
Figure (24). To the vector S 2 we add the vector –S 1
to get the vector S2 – S 1 as shown.
The first thing we note is that the vector S2 – S1
points toward the center of the circle! Thus the
acceleration vector a2 given by
a2 =

S2 – S 1
∆t2

(9)

also points toward the center of the circle.
S3
S2

S4
– S1

S1
( S 2 – S 1)

Figure 24

We find that the vector S2 – S1 , and therefore the
acceleration, points toward the center of the circle.

Exercise (6)
(Do this now.) Find the direction of at least 4 more
acceleration vectors around the circle. In each case
show that ai points toward the center of the circle.

We said earlier that the physicists’ definition of
acceleration, which becomes a i = Si – S i–1 /∆ t2,
does not necessarily agree with your own intuitive
idea of acceleration. We have just discovered that,
using the physicists’ definition, a particle moving at
constant speed along a circular path accelerates
toward the center of the circle. Unless you had a
previous physics course, you would be unlikely to
guess this result. It may seem counter intuitive. But,
as we said, we are using these examples to develop
an intuition for the physics definition of acceleration. Whether you like it or not, according to the
physics definition, a particle moving at constant
speed around a circle, is accelerating toward the
center. In a little while, the reason for this will
become clear.
Magnitude of the Acceleration
for Circular Motion
Although perhaps not intuitive, we have gotten a
fairly simple result for the direction of the acceleration vector for uniform circular motion. The center
is the only unique point for a circle, and that is where
the acceleration vector points. The next thing we
need to know is how long the acceleration vectors
are; what is the magnitude of this center pointing
acceleration. From the strobe definition, the magnitude a2 is a2 = S2 – S 1 /∆ t2, a rather awkward
result that appears to depend upon the size of ∆ t that
we choose. However with a bit of geometrical
construction we can re-express this result in terms of
the particle’s speed v and the circle’s radius r. The
derivation is messy, but the result is simple. This is
one case, where, when we finish the derivation, we
recommend that the student memorize the answer
rather than try to remember the derivation. Uniform
circular motion appears in a number of important
physics problems, thus the formula for the magnitude of the acceleration is important to know.
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In Figure (25a) we have constructed two triangles,
which are shown separately in Figures (25b) and
(25c). As seen in Figure (25b), the big triangle
which goes from the center of the circle to positions
(1) and (2) has two equal sides of length r, the radius
of the circle, and one side whose length is equal to
the particle’s speed v times the strobe time ∆t.

v∆t = S2 – S1
r
v∆t

Multiplying Equation (10) through by v and dividing both sides by ∆ t gives
v 2 = S2 – S1 = a
1
r
∆t 2

The second triangle, shown in Figure (25c), has
sides of length S2 and –S1 , but both of these are
of length v∆t as shown. The third side is of length
S2 – S1 , the length we need for our calculation of
the magnitude of the acceleration vector.

2
a = vr

With similar triangles we can use the fact that the
ratios of corresponding sides are equal. Equating the
ratio of the short side to the long side of the triangle
of Figure (25b), to the ratio of the short side to the
long side of the triangle in Figure (25c), we get

1

2

S2

S2 – S1

acceleration of a particle
in uniform circular motion

V∆t

S1 =

–S1

(12)

where v is the speed of the particle and r is the radius
of the circle. As we said, this simple result should be
memorized.

S2 =
V∆t
θ

3

( S 2 – S 1)

(11)

we got S2 – S1 ∆t 2 on the right side, but this is just
the magnitude of the acceleration vector a1. Since
the same derivation applies to any position around
the circle, we get the simple and general result that,
for a particle moving with uniform circular motion,
the particle’s acceleration a points toward the center
of the circle, and has a magnitude

The trick of this calculation is to note that the angles
labeled θ in Figures (29b, c) are the same angle, so
that these two triangles are similar isosceles triangles. The proof that these angles are equal is given
in Figure (26) and its caption.

S1

(10)

C
B

α
90 – θ

φ
D

2α

(c)

r
θ

S1 =

V∆t

θ
A

r

(a)

r

Figure 26

θ

(b)
Figure 25

Derivation of the formula for the magnitude of the
acceleration of a particle with uniform circular motion.

That the two angles labeled θ in Figure (25) are the
same, may be seen in the following geometrical
construction. Since the sum of the angles in any
triangle is 180°, we get α + ϕ + 90° = 180° (from
triangle BCD). Because BAC is an isosceles triangle,
90° – θ + α = ϕ. Eliminating ϕ we get 2α = θ , which
is the result we expected.
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AN INTUITIVE DISCUSSION
OF ACCELERATION
We have now studied two examples of non uniform
motion, the projectile motion seen in the strobe
photograph of Figure (10), and the circular motion
of a golf ball on the end of a string, a motion we
illustrated in Figure (23). In each case we calculated
the acceleration vector of the particle at different
points along the trajectory. Let us now review our
results to see if we can gain some understanding of
why the acceleration vector behaves the way it does.
If you worked Exercise (5) correctly, you discovered that all the acceleration vectors are the same, at
least to within experimental accuracy. As shown in
Figure (27), as the steel ball moves along its trajectory, its acceleration vector points downward toward the earth, and has a constant magnitude of
about 1000 cm/sec2.
As shown in Figure (28), the golf ball being swung
at constant speed around in a circle on the end of a
string, accelerates toward the center of the circle, in
the direction of the string pulling on the ball. The
magnitude of the acceleration has the constant value.

0

1
2

a0

We said that the string was pulling on the ball. To see
that this is true, try swinging a ball on the end of a
string (or a shoe on the end of a shoelace) in a circle.
To keep the ball (or shoe) moving in a circle, you
have to pull in on the string. In turn, the string pulls
in on the ball (or shoe). If you no longer pull in on
the string, i.e., let go, the ball or shoe flies away and
no longer undergoes circular motion. The string
pulling on the ball is necessary in order to have
circular motion.
What is the common feature of projectile and circular motion? In both cases the object accelerates in
the direction of the force acting on the object. When
you throw a steel ball in the air, the ball does not
escape earth’s gravity. As the ball moves through
the air, gravity is constantly pulling down on the
ball. The result of this gravitational pull or force is
to accelerate the ball in the direction of the gravitational force. That is why the projectile motion
acceleration vectors point down toward the earth.
When we throw a ball a few feet up in the air, it does
not get very far away from the surface of the earth.
In other words we expect the gravitational pull to be
equally strong throughout the trajectory. If the ball’s
acceleration is related to the gravitational pull, then
we expect the acceleration to also be constant throughout the trajectory. Thus it is not surprising that all the
vectors have the same length in Figure (27).

a1
a2

3
golf ball

a3

r

ing

str

a

Figure 27

All the acceleration vectors for
projectile motion point down toward
the earth.

Figure 28

The golf ball accelerates in the
direction of the string that is pulling
on it.
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In the case of circular motion, the string has to pull
in on the golf ball to keep the ball moving in a circle.
As a result of this pull of the string toward the center
of the circle, the ball accelerates toward the center of
the circle. Again the acceleration is in the direction
of the force on the object.
This relationship between force and acceleration,
which we are just beginning to see in these two
examples, forms the cornerstone of what is called
classical or Newtonian mechanics. We have more
details to work out, but we have just glimpsed the
basic idea of much of the first half of this course. To
give historical credit for these ideas, it was Galileo
who first saw the importance of the concept of
acceleration that we have been discussing, and Isaac
Newton who pinned down the relationship between
force and acceleration.
Acceleration Due to Gravity
Two more topics, both related to projectile motion,
will finish our discussion in this section. The first is
the fact that, if we can neglect air resistance, all
projectiles near the surface of the earth have the
same downward acceleration a. If a steel ball and a
feather are dropped in a vacuum, they fall together
with the same acceleration. This acceleration, which
is caused by gravity, is called the acceleration due
to gravity and is denoted by the symbol g. The vector
g points down toward the earth, and, at the surface of
the earth, has a magnitude.

g ≡ g = 980 cm/sec2

acceleration due to
gravity at the surface of the earth

(13)

This is quite consistent with our experimental result
of about 1000 cm/sec2 that we got from the analysis
of the strobe photograph in Figure (10).
If we go up away from the earth, the acceleration due
to gravity decreases. At an altitude of 1,600 miles,
the acceleration is down to half its value, about
500 cm/sec2. On other planets g has different values. For example, on the moon, g is only about 1/6
as strong as it is here on the surface of the earth, i.e.
gmoon = 167 cm/sec2

(14)

From the relationship we have seen between force
and acceleration we can understand why a projectile
that goes only a few feet above the surface of the
earth should have a constant acceleration. The
gravitational force does not change much in those
few feet, and therefore we would not expect the
acceleration caused by gravity to change much either.
On the other hand there is no obvious reason, at this
point, why in the absence of air, a steel ball and a
feather should have the same acceleration. Galileo
believed that all projectiles, in the absence of air
resistance, have the same acceleration. But it was
not until Newton discovered both the laws of mechanics (the relationship between acceleration and
force) and the law of gravity, that it became a
physical prediction that all projectiles have the same
gravitational acceleration.
In the early part of the 20th century, Einstein went a
step farther than Newton, and used the fact that all
objects have the same gravitational acceleration to
develop a geometrical interpretation of the theory of
gravity. The gravitational force was reinterpreted as
a curvature of space, with the natural consequence
that a curvature of space affects all objects in the
same way. This theory of gravity, known as
Einstein’s general theory of relativity, was a result
of Einstein’s effort to make the theory of gravity
consistent with the principle of relativity.
It is interesting how the simplest ideas, the principle
of relativity, and the observation that the gravitational acceleration is the same for all objects, are the
cornerstones of one of the most sophisticated theories in physics, in this case Einstein’s general theory
of relativity. Even today, over three quarters of a
century since Einstein developed the theory, we still
do not understand what many of the predictions or
consequences of Einstein’s theory will be. It is
exciting, for these predictions may help us understand the behavior of the universe from its very
beginning.
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Exercise (7)
The first earth satellite, Sputnik 1, traveled in a low,
nearly perfect, circular orbit around the earth as
illustrated in Figure (29).
(a) What was the direction of Sputnik 1’s acceleration
vector as it went around the earth?
(b) What was the direction of the force of gravity on
Sputnik 1 as the satellite went around the earth?
(c) How is this problem related to the problem of the
motion of the golf ball on the end of a string? Give an
answer that your roommate, who has not had a
physics course, would understand.
Sputnik 1 orbit

EARTH

Projectile Motion
with Air Resistance
Back to a more mundane subject, we wish to end this
discussion of acceleration with the example of projectile motion with air resistance. Most introductory
physics texts avoid this topic because they cannot
deal with it effectively. Using calculus, one can
handle only the simplest, most idealized examples,
and even then the analysis is beyond the scope of
most texts. But using strobe photographs it is easy
to analyze projectile motion with air resistance, and
we learn quite a bit from the results.
What turned out to be difficult, was to find an
example where air resistance affected the motion of
a projectile enough to produce a noticeable effect.
We found that a golf ball and a ping pong ball have
almost the same acceleration when thrown in the air,
despite the considerable difference in weight or
mass. Only when we used the rough surfaced
Styrofoam balls used for Christmas tree ornaments
did we finally get enough air resistance to give a
significant effect.

Figure 29

Sputnik 1's circular orbit.

Figure 30a

Motion of a Styrofoam ball. This is the lightest ball we
could find.
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A strobe photograph of the projectile motion of the
Styrofoam ball is seen in Figure (30a), and an
analysis showing the resulting acceleration vectors
in Figure (30b). In Figure (30b) we have also drawn
the acceleration vectors g that the ball would have
had if there had not been any air resistance. We see
that the effect of air resistance is to bend back and
shorten the acceleration vectors.
Figure (31) is a detailed analysis of the Styrofoam’s
acceleration at point (3). (We used an enlargement
of the strobe photograph to improve the accuracy of
our work, such detailed analysis is difficult using
small Polaroid photographs.) In Figure (31) v 3 is the
velocity of the ball, g is the acceleration due to
gravity, and a3 the ball’s actual acceleration. The
vector aair, which represents the change in a caused
by air resistance is given by the vector equation

a3 = g + aair

What we learn from this example is that if we have
two forces simultaneously acting on an object,
each force independently produces an acceleration, and the net acceleration is the vector sum of
the independent accelerations. In this case the
independent accelerations are caused by gravity and
the wind. The net acceleration a3 of the ball is given
by the vector Equation (15), a3 = g + aair. As we
will see in later chapters, this vector addition of
accelerations plays a fundamental role in mechanics.

3

(15)

The important feature of Figure (31) is that aair is
oppositely directed to the ball’s velocity v3 . To
understand why, imagine that you are the stick

"

ind

a3

"w
g

0
a0

figure riding on the ball in Figure (31). You will feel
a wind in your face, a wind directed oppositely to v3 .
This wind will push on the ball in the direction
opposite to v3 , i.e., in the direction of aair. Thus we
conclude that the acceleration aair is created by the
force of the wind on the ball.

a air

1
a1

2

v3

a2
3
-1)
0)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

( 5.2, 94.9)
(24.0, 101.4)
(40.8, 97.8)
(56.5, 85.3)
(70.8, 64.7)
(83.4, 37.1)
(95.2, 3.9)

a3

a air = –Kv

g
4

Figure 31

a4
g

5

Figure 30b

Acceleration of the Styrofoam ball.

When we do a detailed comparison of a and
g at point 3, we see that the air resistance
produces an acceleration a air that points in the
direction of the wind felt by the ball.
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INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY
In calculus, instantaneous velocity is defined by
starting with the equation vi = Ri+1 - Ri /∆ t and
then taking the limiting value of vi as we use shorter
and shorter time steps ∆ t. This corresponds in a
strobe photograph to using a higher and higher
flashing rate which would give increasingly short
displacement vectors Si . In the end result one
pictures the instantaneous velocity being defined at
each point along the continuous trajectory of the
object.
The effect of using shorter and shorter ∆ t is illustrated in Figure (32). In each of these sketches the
dotted line represents the smooth continuous trajec-

tory of the ball. In Figure (32a) where ∆ t = 0.4 sec
and there are only two images the only possible
definition of v0 is the displacement between these
images, divided by ∆ t as shown. Clearly ∆ t is too
large here for an accurate representation of the ball’s
motion.
A better description of motion is obtained in Figure
(32b) where∆ t = 0.1 sec as in the original photograph. We used this value of in our analysis of the
projectile motion, Figure (10). Reducing ∆ t by
another factor 1/4 gives the results shown in Figure
(32c). At this point the images provide a detailed
picture of the path and v0 = S0 /∆ t is now tangent to
the path at (0). A further decrease in ∆ t would
produce a negligible change in v0 .

0 S0 1

0

v0

v0
v0 =
a)

v0 =

S0
∆t

b)

S0
∆t

∆t = 0.1 Sec

∆t = 0.4 Sec
S0

1

v0

01

v
~i

instantaneous
velocity

S0
v0 =
c)

S0
∆t

∆t = 0.025 Sec

Figure 32

We approach the instantaneous velocity
as we make ∆t smaller and smaller.

vi
~
d)

∆t

=

Si
∆t
0 Sec
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The instantaneous velocity at point (0) is the final
value of v0 , the value illustrated in Figure (32d)
which no longer changes as ∆ t is reduced. This is
an abstract concept in that we are assuming such a
final value exists. We are assuming that we always
reach a point where using a stroboscope with a still
higher flashing rate produces no observable change
in the value of v0 . This assumption, which has
worked quite well in the analysis of large objects
such as ping pong balls and planets, has proven to be
false when investigated on an atomic scale. According to the quantum theory which replaces classical
mechanics on an atomic scale when one uses a
sufficiently short ∆ t in an attempt to measure velocity, the measurement destroys the experiment rather
than giving a better value of v0 .
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Instantaneous Velocity
from a Strobe Photograph
In the case of projectile motion (i.e., motion with
constant acceleration) there is a simple yet precise
method for determining an object’s instantaneous
velocity vi from a strobe photograph. (Vectors
representing instantaneous velocity will be underlined in order to distinguish them from the vectors
representing the strobe definition of velocity.) This
method, which also gives quite good approximate
values for other kinds of motion, will be used in our
computer calculations for determining the initial
velocity of the object.
To see what the method is, consider Figure (33)
where we have drawn the vector obtained from
Figure (32d). We have also drawn a line from the
center of image (–1) to the center of image (+1) and
notice that vi ∆t is parallel to and precisely half as
long as this line. Thus we can construct vi ∆t by
connecting the preceding and following images and
taking half of that line.
The vector constructed by the above rule is actually
the average of the preceding velocity vector v–1 and
the following vector v0 .

v–1 + v0
(16)
2
as illustrated in Figure (33). (Note that the vector
sum v–1 + v0 ∆t is the same as the line 2v i ∆t
which connects the preceding and following image.)
This is a reasonable estimate of the ball’s instantaneous velocity because v–1 is the average velocity
during the time ∆ t before the ball got to (0), and v0
the average velocity during the interval after leaving
(0). The ball’s velocity at (0) should have a value
intermediate between v–1 and v0 , which is what
Equation (16) says.

vi =

The constant acceleration formula
S = vit + 1 at 2
(17)
2
which may be familiar from a high school physics
course, provides a direct application of the concept
of instantaneous velocity. (Remember that this is not
a general formula; it applies only to motion with
constant acceleration where the vector a changes
neither in magnitude or direction.) As illustrated in
Figure (34) the total displacement of the projectile

V~ i t

Vi ∆t
~

2

_ at 2
1
2

Vi ∆t
~

S

∆t

V-1

(

V–1

V0 ∆t
∆t
+ V0 )
1 2
_
S =V
~ i t + 2 at

V + V0 )∆t
2V
~ i ∆t = ( –1
V
~ i = ( V–1 + V0 )
2
Figure 33

t = 3∆t
Figure 34

Illustration of the constant acceleration
formula as a vector equation.
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during a time t (here t = 3∆t) is the vector sum of vi t
and 1/2at2. To draw this figure, we used
v i t = v i 3∆t = 3 v i ∆t

and obtained v i ∆t from our method of determining
instantaneous velocity. We also used

Exercise 8
Use Equation 17 to predict the displacements of the
ball
(a) Starting at position (0) for a total time t = 4∆t.

1 a t2 = 1 a 3∆t 2 = 9 a∆t 2
2
2
2

(b) Starting at position (1) for a total time t = 3∆t.

where we obtained a ∆t2 from the relation
a =

For these exercises, use the tear out sheet on
pages 3-31,32.

Do the work graphically as we did in Figures 33-35.

S2 - S1
∆t 2

a∆t 2 =

Exercise 9
The other constant acceleration formula is

S2 - S1

v f = v i + at

as illustrated in Figure (35).

V~i

(3
t = V~i

where v i is the initial velocity, and v f the object’s
velocity a time t later. Apply this equation to Figure 10
to predict the ball’s instantaneous velocity v f at point
(3) for a ball starting at point (0). Check your prediction by graphically determining the instantaneous
velocity at point (3).

∆t)

Show your results on graph paper.

V~i ∆t

Exercise 10

a∆t 2
4.5 a ∆t 2

_ 2
1
2 at

=

_ a(3∆t)2
1
2

Show that the constant acceleration formulas would
correctly predict projectile motion even if time ran
backward. (For example, assume that the ball went
backward as shown in Figure (36), and repeat Exercise 8b, going from position 3 to position 0.)

S2
– S1

0

= 4.5 a ∆t 2

3
appearence of ball
moving backward
in time

Figure 35

How to construct the vectors v i t and
1 2 at 2 from a strobe photograph.

Figure 36

Run the motion of the ball backward in time, and
it looks like it was launched from the lower right.
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Description of Motion
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